
FURTHER EVIDENCE OF NARROW BARYONIC STRUCTURES WITHHADRONIC AS WELL AS LEPTONIC PROBESB. Tatishe�1 and E. Tomasi-Gustafsson21)Institut de Physique Nul�eaire,CNRS/IN2P3, F{91406 Orsay Cedex, Frane2)DAPNIA/SPhN, CEA/Salay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, Franey E-mail: tati�ipno.in2p3.fr, etomasi�ea.frAbstratAlthough extrated from several experiments using hadroni probes [1℄, narrow bary-oni strutures have been sometimes met with disbelief. New signatures are pre-sented, whih appear from already published data, obtained with hadroni probesas well as with leptoni probes. The authors of these results did not take into a-ount the possibility to assoiate the disontinuities of their spetra with the topi ofnarrow baryoni low mass strutures. The stability of the observed narrow struturemasses, represents a on�rmation of their genuine existene.1 Narrow baryons produed by hadronsUsing mainly the pp!p�+X and pp!ppX reations, studied at SPES3 (Saturne), aspetrum of narrow baryoni strutures was observed [1℄. A high statisti missing massspetrum of the p(�; �')X reation (T�=4.2 GeV, �=0.80) was obtained twelve years agoat SPES4 (Saturne) in order to study the radial exitation of the nuleon in the P11(1440MeV) Roper resonane [2℄. A �rst large peak around ! � 240 MeV was assoiated withthe projetile exitation, and a seond large peak around ! � 510 MeV was assoiatedwith the target exitation. Above them lie narrow peaks, de�ned by a large number ofstandard deviations (see Fig. 1). Their masses (see table 1) agree fairly well with themasses of narrow strutures extrated from pp!p�+ and pp!ppX reations studied atSPES3 (Saturne) [1℄. Fig. 2 shows the spetra of the same reation at �=20 [3℄. Theempty irles, in both �gures, whih orrespond to the sale, are the published numberof events versus the energy loss. The full irles and full squares show the same data inan expanded sale [4℄. Table 1 and Fig. 3 give the quantitative informations onerningthe masses extrated from the previous �gures, and the omparison with the massespreviously extrated from SPES3 ross-setions [1℄. Nearly all peaks are seen in bothexperiments. At �=0.80, the inident beam enters the SPES4 spetrometer, preventing apossible on�rmation of the lower mass struture at M=1004 MeV. Above M=1470 MeV,a lot of peaks are observed. The same situation is observed in the SPES3 data [5℄, andall masses observed in both reations are about the same. The peak at M=1394 MeVobserved in the SPES4 experiment, was not kinematially aessible in the SPES3 data,sine the mass range 1400�M�1470 MeV lie between two inident proton energies.We observe a nie agreement between the masses obtained using data from di�erentphysiists, studying di�erent reations with di�erent probes and di�erent experimentalequipements.This orrelation is shown in Fig. 3, where the masses of the strutures observed atSPES4 are shown versus the ones at SPES3. The straight lines orrespond to the samemasses, and all points are loated along these lines. Peaks observed in one experiment1



only are shown as empty irles. Some other strutures were observed in a few p(d,d')Xspetra, whih masses orrespond with a high auray to the SPES3 masses.

Figure 1: Spetra of the p(�; �0)X reation studied at SPES4 (Saturne) with T�=4.2 GeVand �=0.80 [2℄.

Figure 2: Spetra of the p(�; �0)X reation studied at SPES4 (Saturne) with T�=4.2 GeVand �=20 [3℄.
2 Narrow baryons produed by leptonsReent preise attempts, fail to point out the narrow baryoni strutures observed withleptoni probes below pion threshold [6℄ [7℄ [8℄. However, at masses above pion threshold,as it was done before with hadroni probes, several narrow strutures an be extratedfrom previous experiments performed to study other topis. A more detailed paper whihreviews similar results is in progress [9℄. In order to illustrate the previous omment, weshow four di�erent data in the next �gures.Among the numerous experiments of Compton sattering on proton, some results from2



Figure 3: Comparison between masses of narrow baryons extrated from SPES3 andSPES4 data. Inserts (a) and (b) orrespond respetively to �=0.80 and �=20.Table 1: Masses (in MeV) of narrow exoti baryons, observed previously in SPES3 dataand extrated from previous p(�; �')X spetra measured at SPES4 [2℄ [3℄.SPES3 mass 1004 1044 1094 1136 1173 1249 1277 1339 1384 1479pi marker (a) (b) () (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)SPES4 mass 0.80 1052 1113 1142 1202 1234 1259 1370 1394 1478SPES4 mass 20 996 1036 1104 1144 1198 1234 1313 1370 1477SPES3 mass 1505 1517 1533 1542 (1554) 1564 1577pi marker l (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r)SPES4 mass 20 1507 1517 1530 1543 1557 1569 1580Saskathewan [10℄ are shown in Fig. 4. A peak not disussed by the authors, is easilyextrated at M�1094 MeV, at the same mass where it was seen before in the pp!p�+Xreation at SPES3. Inserts (a) and (b) orrespond to �0:m:=900 and 1410 respetively,with a peak at T=166.5 (169) MeV. The total .m. energies are respetively ps=1092.2and 1094.3 MeV, the width of the peaks is �=5.7 (5.2) MeV and the number of standarddeviations S.D.=3.3 (5.5).Fig. 5 illustrates total ross-setions of two pion photoprodution measured at MAMI,namely p! �0�0p [11℄ and n! ���0p [12℄. Both peaks orrespond to ps=1387 MeV,lose to M=1384 MeV (mass of a narrow struture already seen [4℄).Fig. 6 illustrates total ross-setions of one pion photoprodution measured at INS(Tokyo) [13℄. Inserts (a) and (b) orrespond respetively to the p! �+n and n! ��preations. Insert (a) shows a peak at M=1389 MeV, (M=1384 MeV observed at SPES3).Insert (b) shows peaks at M=1171 MeV (1173), M=1252 MeV (1249), and M=1387 MeV(1384).Fig. 7 illustrates total ross-setions of one pion photoprodution on 1H and 2H targets.The n! ��p total ross-setion data are from di�erent laboratories [14℄, when thed! ��pp total ross-setions are quoted from the CERN-Hera Compilation [15℄. Both3



Figure 4: Seletion of Compton sattering from the proton data, measured atSaskathewan [10℄ (see [9℄).

Figure 5: Total ross-setions of two pion prodution measured at MAMI. Insert (a)shows �tot of p! �0�0p [11℄; insert (b) shows �tot of n! ���0p [12℄. The quantitativeinformations are given in [9℄.spetra exhibit a peak at M=1094 MeV and M=1095 MeV, to ompare to M=1094 MeV(a SPES3 peak mass).Other examples an be given [9℄, sometimes the peaks are smaller than those whihare illustrated in this paper; they always show an astonishing orrespondane with themasses previously extrated with hadroni probes.Fig. 8 shows a omparison of masses observed with leptons, versus masses observedwith hadrons. Here the solid symbols give this omparison and the empty irles showthe peak masses not observed with leptoni probes. We observe less strutures extratedfrom reations with leptoni probes, but when a peak was seen, its mass reprodues wella peak mass from SPES3 experiments.3 ConlusionNew dediated preise experiments must be done to on�rm the masses of the narrowbaryons observed in many previous experiments, mainly performed at Saturne on theSPES3 and SPES4 beam lines. However, the stability of the strutures already extratedfrom data obtained to study other topis, is noteworthy. This omment onerns as4



Figure 6: Total ross-setions of the p! �+n and n! ��p reations measured at theINS (Tokyo). The quantitative informations are given in [9℄.well data obtained with hadroni probes as data obtained with leptoni probes, althoughthese last are less numerous. It is worthwhile to mention that the few baryons with masslower than the pion threshold, were not seen in reent experiments using leptoni probes.Then it is possible to speulate that the exitation of these baryons is favoured throughdibaryoni states.Referenes[1℄ B. Tatishe� et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 17, 245 (2003).[2℄ H.P. Morsh et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 1336 (1992).[3℄ H.P. Morsh, Proeedings of the Dixieme Journee Thematique de l'IPN d'Orsay, p.76(1995).[4℄ B. Tatishe�, arXiv:nul-ex/0404042 Apr (2004).[5℄ B. Tatishe� et al. to be published.[6℄ X. Jiang et al., Phys. Rev. C67, 028201 (2003).[7℄ M. Kohl et al., Phys. Rev. C67, 065204 (2003).[8℄ P.A. Zolnierzuk et al., nul-ex/0403046 v1 (2004).[9℄ B. Tatishe� and E. Tomasi-Gustafsson, to be published.[10℄ E.L. Hallin et al., Phys. Rev. C48, 1497 (1993).[11℄ F. H�arter et al., Phys. Lett. B 401, 229 (1997).[12℄ A. Zabrodin et al., Phys. Rev. C55, R1617 (1977).[13℄ T. Fijii et al., Nul. Phys. B120, 395 (1977).[14℄ Goldwasser et al., Dubna64-64, CERN-HERA Compilation, 87-01, p66.[15℄ Adamovit., et al., JETP38, 1078-60, CERN-HERA Compilation, 87-01, p78.5



Figure 7: Total ross-setions of the n! ��p (insert (a)) and d! ��pp (insert (b))reations measured at various laboratories. The quantitative informations are given in[9℄.

Figure 8: Comparison of masses of narrow baryoni strutures observed with leptoniprobes, versus masses of narrow baryoni strutures observed with hadroni probes. Theempty irles show data not seen with inident leptons.
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